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TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
for improving competitive position. Later. the introduction of
Quality Circles seemed to be the
key to success.

were - with just a few exceptions
- only producer markets. The
customer was glad to get a vehicle at all.

The very moment one concept

The management and the quali§r management, aimed at achieving a maximum number of units

has been introduced the next
formula to success has been
propagated as the ultimate remedy and very often introduced
without the required comprehension - but faster than by the
competitors.

H. H. Donzer from Sleyr - Doim ler- P uch Fahrze ugtech nik i n Oroz,
Auslrio gives on ove rui ew on TQM

Mn

in the automotive industry.
lntroduction

Total Quality Management is
evidently a promising environmentfortoday's terms of competition in the automotive industry. What is the reason behind
this absolute and universal approach to management? Have
other methods failed or has com-

petition become so extremely
vigorous that the usual method
of optimizing individual procedures and processes and the
established methods are no
longer sufficient for successful
management of an enterprise?

"... key to success,"
Worldwide, a predatory compeiition has been going on for
the last 10 years and has led to
many new approaches in management. Evidence of this is the
publication of PIMS (Profit Impact of Market Strategies) on the
growing influence of qualitywith

regard to return on investment
figures, or the foundation of the
ASI (American Supplies Institute) to include the whole subcontracting industry measures
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The people in charge of inspection and quality assurance
have to watch the pillars that
have supported the system for
decades collapse. They do not
understand this world anymore.
Suddenly, the workers are responsible for the task they are
assigned to. There are no longer
AQL (Acceptable Quality Level) values suitable for receiving tests,
because today the determined
limits of error rates are within
the ppm range, in order to reduce current assets or for logistic reasons. Due to the required
variety of production and frequent change of models, the
former high-volume production
with its economy of scale effect
gradually disappears. Despite all
efforts, the ratings in the markets are very often not good
enough and the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
expertise of the International
Motor Vehicle Program shows
efficiency figures that demand
an approach to organization dif-

fering completely from the previous methods. Time seems to be
ripe for anothergeneral and complete adaptation of the approaches and methods of management in the automotive industry to the current terms of
competition and situation of the
market.

Until about

2O

years ago, there

from the investments that had
been made, and at increasing

the profits at a pre-determinable
turnover by means of optimizing

the costs. The management
methods and means that have
been developed for that purpose
in the course of many years,
including the established cost
calculation methods dating back
to those times, and quality control by means of inspection and
rework activities, are only adequate to a certain extent for
today's markets dominated by
predatory competitlon. Under the
very sophisticated and complex
conditions of customer markets,
the usual optimization of individual processes and procedures
will not lead to durable improvements.

"...TQM is of utmost
concern..."
Nowadays, customers can
choose among several models in
each price category, theirprefer-

ences for one car make do not
take the sales figures budgeted
by the manufacturer into consideration. Thus, the financial
management, that has always
been very accurate and precise,
subsequently has to revise cost
calculation and projected profits
due to quality criteria not having
been taken into consideration.
e.g. attractiveness to the customer. With regard to the above
mentioned item, it is all easy to
understand why TQM is of utmost importance to the automotive industry.
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lems. What is behind it?

Curriculum Vitae
Hans Heinz Danzer. born
194O, Doctors degree for mechanical engineering at the University of Technology in Graz,
Austria. Subsequently head of
Research & Development at
Waagner Biro, Graz. Since I 974

in charge of Quality Management at Steyr-Daimler-Puch

Fahrzeugtechnik, Graz, member of the board of directors.
Responsible for the quality of
the following vehicles, manufactured in Graz: Mercedes G,
\lM T3 Bus/Van syncro, VlV
Golf country, Audi V8L, Puch
Pinzgauer and for mechanical
components for Alfa, Fiat,
Lancia, Mercedes, Renault,
Opel, Chrysler and Volkswagen.

Member of the technical
commitee of the Austrian Asso-

ciation for Quality and Board
member of the EOQ Automotive Section.
Lecturer at various national
and international conferences
and extensive puplishing activities. University Docent for
Quality Management, teaching
at the University of Technology

in

Graz and at

the

Montanuniversität Leoben.
Austria. The article on hand is
an abridged version ofa lecture
delivered in the course of an
international conference on "Total Quality Management in the
Automotive Industry: Strategies, Methods, Practices". This
conference was organized by
ATA (Associazione Tecnica del
Automobile) and VDI
Gesellschaft Fahrzeugtechnik
and took place in Turin in Novemtler l99l .

Just have a look at the sequential execution of orders that
dates back to the times of the
producer markets. Projects were
divided into separate stages
which were only optimized within
theirindividual range of tasks. If
you take today's demands of
worldwide predatory competition
into consideration, and above all
forthcoming terms that will be
even more vigorous, you soon
will realize, that only a holistic,
simultaneous approach is the
right way to achieve your goals.
There are, however, many serious obstacles to overcome before a concept can be translated
into action. Some ofthese obstacles are: Extreme Taylorism, The
Blame-System, Old Quality Conceptions, Habits, Lack of Probability Thinking ect.
Very often there is a large gap

between realizing what is right,
and doing what is right. Sometimes, the onlywayto achieve an
immediate result is a drastic
company-wide introduction of
TgM.Wether a reorientation introduced by such drastic measures will remain stable under
the severe stress caused by a
downturn in the economy, or
whether the staff will fall back
into the old concept patterns, is
yet to be seen. If the enterprise
has enoush time, it may be better to continuously adapt the
strategies and methods to the
changing challenges and conditions.
Three fundamental considera-

tions are necessary, to guarantee the success of TQM:
AII stages and boundary conditions in the course of product

Complete change of the

enterprise development and execution of

tasks are to be considered equally
culture
important'
TeM is frequently recommended as the appropriate way
The activities are to be foto solve the afore mentioned prob- cused exclusively on the needs
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of the external and internal customer.

All staff members shall be actively involved on the basis of a
motivating teamwork, in order to
mobilize and utilize the know
how hidden in the enterprise.
Required methods of quality
engineering

What are the methods, procthat aid
the optimization of project design and manufacture for the
future world market?
esses, and procedures

OFD

Quality Function Deployment

enables the preparation of arated

transition matrix deducing engineering targets from the customers' expectations.
FMEA

Failure Mode and EffectAnalysis has proved to be highly suit-

able for the ranking of existing
risk priorities in order to determine the sequence of activities.
DoE

Design of Experiments is a
highly efficient method for selecting the optimum solution from

all the possible solutions to requirements that are sometimes
very contradictory.
Participation of personnel

IfTgM is introduced, the participation of the personnel will
be of utmost significance. There-

fore, TQM can only be success-

fully introduced if the so-called
Blame System is replaced by a
completely open and frank exchange of information within the

company. The suppliers, of
course. have to be included in
this process as well. All levels of
the hierarchy must be involved
in this exchange in order to ensure that information reaches
those persons who, due to their
knowledge in a specific field, are
able to realize which step will
17
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lead to a small but crucial advantage over other competitors.
Today, a leading position in
the market can only be achieved
by replacingbasically good products, procedures, manufacturing processes, etc., by even better ones. This is the basic philosophy of KAIZEN. When taking the full participation of people seriously, one has to take
into consideration that human
beings do make mistakes. Poka
Joke represents a method for
systematically reducing the risk
of human errors.

"...qualification of
personnel..."
While in the early '8Os the
introduction of worker self-control gave rise to long discussions, the teamwork aimed at
many fields can hardly be
achieved today without any autonomous checking and process-oriented quality control and
its documentation. There are, of
course, a few prerequisites, particularlywith regard to the qualification of personnel and adequate audit-feedback.

In the MIT/IMPV study, production on a high technological
level, which offers virtually no
buffers. stocks and reserves according to our understanding
(LtrAN PRODUCTION), is considered to be the most efficient,
provided it is controlled and continuously improved by mature
and highly motivated personnel.
So-called TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE is being
aimed at. Staff members are
motivated psychologically by very
efficient methods to autonomously achieve excellent efficiency and availability at their
workplace, in order to present it
as a "shiny show room" to customers or potential clients.
Thus, TQM is an approach to
management intended to achieve
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excellent competitive position
with regard to the overall attractiveness on the consumer market by utilizing the whole range
of resources, not only the methodical and technical ones, but
also the knowledge and creativity of the personnel.
In this manner, the connotations that usually go with the
term QUALITY can be liberated
from the merely technical definition of perfection {T.P.) on the
one hand. and from the static,
financed-based approaches
(F.8.) on the other hand, and be
led towards a customer-oriented
understanding of the term QUALITY. By applying the preventive
patterns, methods, and techniques of TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT. the customers' demands of a product in a particular price segment can be satisfied less expensively and faster

than before. This is

an

indispensible condition for

achieving a leading position in
today's predatory markets.
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EUROPEAN MASTERS
DEGREE IN TQM
Seven univercilies ectoss Europe

orc cooperuling in planning a
common European Moslers Pro-

gramme in TQM, wilh the support
of the European Foundotion of
Quality Monagemenl GFAM).
The programme was first proposed at the EFQM's annual
Education, Training and Research Conference in Rome in
April 1992, by Dr. John Roche,
Director of University College
Galway's Quality Assurance Research Unit. Since then. univer-

The programme requires students to study at least two Euro-

pean universities in two different countries, and the participating universities see this arrangement as giving students
from one country access to leading quality experts in other countries. It should also facilitate the
spread of the latest TQM con-

cepts ad research findings

around Europe. The new programmewill run alongside existing quality courses, and create a
genuinely common European

sities in Denmark, Germany,

course.

Greece, Italy, Sweden, U.K. and
Ireland have signed a Statement
of Intent in London in September
and have set themselves the
ambitious target of introducing
the programme in September
1 993.

Students on the programme
worrld attend basic modules in
TQM at their "home" university,
then they would choose from a
menu of optional courses at universities in other countries, together with a project in associa-
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tion with industry. It is hoped
that each participating universi§r would develop, in its optional courses, particular areas
of excellence which will be of

col-lrses offered by individual
academic institutions. What

is different about this initiative is that seven universities
with different traditions. have
decided to come together to
create something across Europe. It has been a fascinat-

interest to students in TQM.

",..all EC and EFTA
countries will become involved."
Bill Furness, EFQM's

ing experience to assist these
universities from divers backgrounds and even a different
understanding of what TQM
is, to come together to think
through a common course

Pro-

which would meet the re-

gramme Manager for Education,
Training and Research, has been
supporting the project on behalf
of EFQM:

"Among EFQM's Members,
we have some excellent, wellestablished postgraduate

quirements if their individual
institutions. I think this is a
very exciting step forward for
TQM education in Europe."

EF-IA countries will become involved. The initial participating
universities are:

Aarhus School of Business.

Denmark; University of
Kaiserslautern, Germany; University of Naples, Italy; University of Piraeus, Greece; University of Linköping, Sweden; Sheffield Hallam University, U.K. ; si§
College Galway, Ireland.
tror further inJormation cofttdct:
Dr. John G. Roche
Director
Q ualttg A s s urance Re s e arch U nit
Untuerstty Cotlege
GaLoag

Rep.

O-f

lreland
Cathal Dillane

As the programme develops,
the intention is that all trC and

THE FOUNDATIONS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE
QUALITY MANAGEMENT
BY PROF. DR. KLAUS J. ZINK
KlausJ. Zink. ProJessor'
s hipJo r I ndus tr ial Ec ono mic s and
Ergonomics trt the Uniuersitg
Kaiserslautern arud speaker of
the researchcentre Qualitg ManagemenL Kqiserslautern. ProJ.
Zink ts s p e cialize d in Q M as p e cts
c onc e r ning human r e s our c e s and
organisation. He is internationaILg Jostering the idea oJ TQM,
e.g. as member oJ the steering
group Educatton, Tratntng and
Research oJ the European Fout:.'
dation Jor Quatitg Management
ProJ. Dr.

(EFQM).

more thot I 00 years,' mode in
Germo ny" hos been synony mous
wilh on excellenl level in on inletndtionol compdilson. lslhis reolly
still the cose - ond more imporlonfly will this still be the cose in
the fufure?
For

An example taken from everyday life may first of all examine
the relevance of this topic, The
motor-car, "favourite toy " of the
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German was such a quality symbol for decades. On a global scale,
you actually have to make use of
the past tense in this case if all

the indices (for example statistics concerning breakdowns or
reports in relevant technical journals) which exist on the topic are
added up. Furthermore the pres-

sure of intensified competition
necessitates the exhaustion of
all available cost reserves.

The so-called "quality cost"
must also be analyzed critically
in this context. Quality costs are
usually divided into prevention and assessment costs as well as
defect costs. While the prevention - as well as part of the
assessment - and test costs are
in fact "quality costs", internal
and external defect costs especially have to be called "costs of
non-quality". Thus it becomes
already clear - and representative quality costs analyses prove

it - that quality "costs money" or
"is expensive" can not be justified like this.
If it is true what many statistics
show, that is that defect and test
costs are responsible for up to 95
o/o of the co-called quality cost,

than a justified question most
certainly to arise is whether quality does not get "cheaper" if the
costs for internal and external
defects as well as for assessment
and test can clearly be reduced
by means of an increase in pre-

ventative measLrre (defect
prevention).

QUALITY IS THE
SUM OF THE DE.
MANDED FEATURES
Costs tied capital also fall under the heading " International
competition and cost structure"
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